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2014 ALBRIGHT CHALLENGE 
In 2014, the second Albright Challenge focused on the opportunity of personalization within populations. 
Moving from averages to individuals will have dramatic impacts on businesses, institutions and cultures. 
While technology and devices tend to be the focus of conversations and debate, the studios worked to 
understand how personalization will fundamentally alter the landscape of learning and health. This is a 
summary of the teams’ process and proposals.  
 
 
ABOUT AN INTEGRATIVE DESIGN APPROACH 
A Studio is a term borrowed from professional and academic settings in the design field to describe both 
the space and process of discovering the architecture of a problem and working iteratively to develop the 
architecture of the solution. 
  
In 2009, Helsinki Design Lab (HDL) began developing an approach that could be applied to problems that 
are structural in nature and where no clear precedent exists. The model that emerged was initially 
designed for governments and institutions as a lightweight tool to enable problem “owners” to quickly 
sketch new solutions matching their new challenges, thereby kick-starting the transformation process. 
Since its inception, the HDL studio model has been applied to a variety of contexts and challenges and 
has proven itself as a robust framework for collaboration and problem solving. The Albright Challenge has 
expanded the role of the studio to use it as a learning tool for design-lead discovery and problem solving 
processes.  
 
WHAT IS AN HDL STUDIO? PEOPLE, PROBLEM, PROCESS, PLACE! 
A studio is a structured engagement designed to rapidly generate the sketch of systemic redesign by 
bringing together the right people to focus on a carefully defined problem and using a flexible process in a 
physical place that is conducive to collaboration. The HDL studio is a process built around an 
interdisciplinary team of experts facilitated by a designer who spends an intensive week focusing on a 
wicked problem. 
 
WHAT IS (STRATEGIC DESIGN)? 
Strategic design is a way to specify our intentions and steward efforts towards the realization of those 
aims. For the strategic designer it’s not a question of thinking or doing, but what to think about and how to 
do. Strategic design is distinct from design thinking because it treats design as one of many kinds of deep 
expertise brought together to solve a problem, rather than as a thinking routine everyone should use. 
 
JUST ONE WEEK? 
In the course of one week the participants immerse themselves in the problem, unpacking assumptions 
and taboos to understand root causes. This accelerated timeline is enabled by employing the ‘third 
culture’ of design and by bringing together a mix of domain experts to work together intensively. 
Fundamental to the studio is an open approach that combines the expertise and experience of its 
participants, relevant research and observations in the field. Both hard and soft evidence is used to avoid 
the common trap of giving preference to the quantitative above all else, which can be limiting when 
working in areas of knowledge where reliable measurements do not yet exist or data is overwhelming.  
 
WHAT ARE THE OUTCOMES? 
Having broken down the issues to expose the architecture of the problem, the Studio defines opportunity 
for improvement and sketches an architecture of solutions. These solutions help frame a path forward by 
identifying new opportunities and specifying the first steps of work necessary to take advantage of those 
strategic insights. The studio also exposed rising leaders to incumbent leaders and their networks.  
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HEALTH STUDIO 
The tools & technologies driving innovation afford us the opportunity to launch a fundamental 
transformation of our current concept of healthcare towards a better, desired reality. The current health 
system is based on episodic & symptomatic events; the studio’s vision was about an ecosystem of 
continuous & holistic care. While the studio believed that the current system is not aligned with its 
purpose, it saw the power of personalization as a vehicle to transform health towards a value-based 
system.  
 
To do so the studio positioned a series of DESIGN PRINCIPLES: 
 

● Leveraging & Democratizing Technology to make better decisions/solutions about your wellbeing. 
● Empowering Individuals will optimize both our well-being and the resources of the Ecosystem. 
● Transferring the Data ownership to the individual in a universal shareable format. 
● Mending the Social Fabric of Society. 
● Providing equal access to all, of the critical aspects of the Ecosystem.  
● Balancing societal and individual needs/outcomes. 
● Aligning the regulatory and legal frameworks for value creation. 
● Co-creating a new partnership among civil society, private sector and government.  

 
PORTFOLIO: 
DataPal 
A central, secure repository for data from available sources (internet, wearables, eMRs, genomics, etc.) 
with common API and standard that can be leveraged to promote health so we can move away from 
“prevention”.  
 
AmazonHealth 
Based on your health data transactions, AmazonHealth can make targeted recommendations that 
promote your health based on communities of experience. 
 
“Biggest Winner” #IAmAHumanNotAPatient, #IAmACoachNotADoctor YouTube campaign 
Viewers can participate from home in their activity by sharing data about their health and compete with 
TV contestants for the greatest relative winner (the measure of comparison is improvement, not absolute 
health) 
 
Continual healthcare in the classroom 
An education model based on leveraging the student’s real time personal health data to learn about 
biology, chemistry, nutrition, and many other related topics in an experience based manner. This 
experience based learning model also helps develop self-health-aware and active citizens. 
 
Health Gerrymandering 
A program to incentivize care providers to take responsibility for the communities where they operate, so 
as to avoid islands of excellence within seas of despair. By making hospitals accountable to the 
communities from which, it aligns capability with need in reinforcing society at large. 
 
Co-creation tool kit 
Better health solutions will involve patients in the conceptualization, design and delivery of health 
solutions. The toolkit is a program focused on equipping organizations & institutions to build their co-
creation capability. 
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Future State Modelling 
A quantitative model of the current health system, which mimics/explains current roles, payoffs, incentives 
for stakeholders. The  model allows for focused conversations with current stakeholders  in transitioning 
to a new, human-centered model.  
 
 
 

“The current system is not aligned with its purpose; the advent of 
personalization allows for a critical realignment” 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LEARNING STUDIO 
We live in an era of common fate and constrained resources; but also of unprecedented innovation and 
opportunity. However, it is clear our education systems must be redesigned to maximize human potential 
and wellbeing. In other domains, we see unprecedented innovation and opportunity. How can these 
innovations be leveraged by communities, institutions and individuals to unlock learning for a new era? 
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Institutional design has followed breakthrough innovation. It is now time to renew the design of institutions 
so that they can take advantage of all of the change that has been realized since their inception. Learning 
must be understood not as a schools project, or even a Department of Education project, but as a societal 
project that is diffused into our community and institutional structures. Making learning a product of each 
institution will unleash their power enabling all people to thrive in this new era. 
 
Three big ideas will help us do this: 
 

● REORIENT society around a shared responsibility for citizen wellbeing. Learning is a joint 
enterprise. 

● REIMAGINE the use of resources to expand where, when, and how learning happens. 
● Empower communities to RECLAIM their capacity to be agents of wellbeing. 

 
“Our education systems must be redesigned to maximize human potential 

and wellbeing.” 
 
PORTFOLIO: 
Education & Innovation Institute 
A new institute that will form the backbone of renewal of the education system. It will be established as a 
public private partnership and will aim to provide the thought leadership that can drive culture change. 
Inputs will be intellectual capital from major institutions; outputs will include a white paper describing the 
need for change after a system-wide review. 
 
Data & Indicators Project 
A project to agree on indicators and create a data set sourced from stakeholders that will inform the work 
of the Education & Innovation Institute. Inputs will come from sensing sessions, questionnaires, surveys, 
studies, and social networks; the output will be a big data set that will be used as a forcing function to 
drive change. 
 
Crowdsourcing Innovation Contest 
This contest will activate a global cadre of communities to provide data about what kinds of innovations 
and local solutions are working well and what kinds of changes are needed. The principal input will be a 
social media-driven measuring device; outputs will be innovation at a community level to develop 
resources for innovative projects. 
 
School360 
A pilot project in both rural and urban contexts to test the validity of education as a year round enterprise. 
Inputs will be resources to fund and build a year around curriculum and teacher corp; outputs will be a 
data set assessing student performance and teacher/family satisfaction. 
 
 
13th Year 
A service and global vision project initiated in the 10th year of schooling where students work with 
teachers to create a global service project–piloted in multiple education systems. Inputs include 
curriculum design, resources and and inputs from the community; outputs will be a data set assessing 
student performance and impact of student projects. 
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“Technology for Home” Fund 
Community level funded program through public, private and individual partnerships to provide 
appropriate technological support to families in home settings. Inputs will come from community-based 
private agencies; outputs will be improved student performance and family use of technologies.  
 
Albright University 
Expansion of cross-cultural and multi-disciplinary discussions established in the Albright Challenge to an 
institutional format. Inputs will initially be funding from private sources to build the infrastructure; outputs 
will be cross-institutional understanding and appreciation for educational needs of the community to build 
boundary spanning leaders and institutions.  
 
Teacher/Family Development 
Establish programs to support teachers and families to develop skills to educate the 21st century learner. 
Inputs will come from the Indicators Project and learnings from “English Language Learners” courses that 
have been designed to aid teachers and families; outputs will be improved skillsets for teachers and 
families. 
 
National Guard Community Resiliency Project  
Use expertise embedded in the National Guard to help communities build solidarity around community 
wellbeing. Inputs are a community needs assessment using existing and enhanced National Guard skill 
sets and community resources; outputs will be more communities aligned around wellbeing. 
 


